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Introduction
• Accurate diagnosis is a fundamental aspect of global healthcare systems. In the US, approximately 5% of outpatients receive 

an incorrect diagnosis, with errors being particularly common for serious medical conditions, and carrying the risk of serious 
patient harm.

• Diagnosing disease can be a tricky task as there are many common symptoms related to different diseases and accurately 
predicting the disease is very important here.

• The conventional method used for diagnosing  disease is somewhat error prone. Using the AI technique to diagnosis the 
disease reduces the  chances of errors and increases the accuracy of identifying the disease based on the symptoms and 
using the knowledge



Dataset For prediction

• Disease Symptom Dataset from Kaggle : 4920, 18

• After preprocessing : 4920, 8



DATASET FOR RECOMMENDATION

• Unique Diseases: 708

• Unique Drugs: 2675



Final Dataset



System MODEL



KNN Model
• Group all the similar symptoms so that it will effectively predict the associate disease. 

• Since k nearest neighbor works on the principle of proximity i.e how similar the data points are this model will 
helps us to effectively predict the disease as the symptoms are closely related to each other of a disease.

• For this model distance measure between symptoms is calculated and only those symptoms which have smaller 
distances will be grouped for predicting the associate disease.



KNN MODEL RESULTS



SVC Model
• SVM tries to classify cases by finding a separating boundary called hyperplane. 

• This technique has recently been used to improve methods for detecting diseases in clinical settings.

• SVM is a powerful supervised algorithm that works best on smaller datasets but on complex ones.



SVC MODEL RESULTS



GridSearchCV MODEL



Results



CONCLUSIONS 

The prediction of the diseases largely affect the dataset available. Due to which the model was only able 
to predict only 12 diseases out of 41 diseases. 

For prediction of diseases the KNN model gave the highest accuracy of 98% as it efficiently correlated the 
symptoms for the diseases.

For future work a better dataset can be created with the help of a domain expert to check whether the 
model still gives best accuracy. 


